SUNDAY • JULY 10 • 2:30 PM

AESTHETIC REALISM THEATRE COMPANY PRESENTS

“ETHICS IS A FORCE!”

Songs about Labor

This show of songs & comment—loved by audiences—has been performed for cultural & labor organizations across America.

“The most important thing in industry is the person who does the industry, which is the worker…Labor is the only source of wealth. There is no other source, except land, the raw material.”

—Eli Siegel

PERFORMERS

CARRIE WILSON • TIMOTHY LYNCH • ANNE FIELDING
BENNETT COOPERMAN • KEVIN FENNEL • DEREK MALI
ANN RICHARDS • SALLY ROSS • MERYL NIETSCH-COOPERMAN
MARION FENNEL • CHRISTOPHER BALCHIN • LYNETTE ABEL

Flute: BARBARA ALLEN  Piano: ALAN SHAPIRO
Drums: ROBERT COLAVITO
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